ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the development of dependable self-adaptive systems focusing on the specific domain of track-based traffic control systems where timing issues are critical.

1. INTRODUCTION
Self-adaptive systems are able to autonomously adjust their behavior in accordance with their perception of the environment and the system itself. These systems are usually realized through the MAPE-K feedback loops where a loop consists of Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, and the Knowledge component. Guaranteeing the correctness and quality of self-adaptive systems at runtime is an important and complicated issue. Therefore, building a formal model of the system and environment as the model@runtime, and providing efficient verification, validation, and performance evaluation techniques for analyzing the model@runtime are the most important research topics in the self-adaptation domain [2, 5].

In this paper we explore our current work-in-progress, which is a continuation of our earlier work [1] for developing dependable self-adaptive track-based traffic control systems (TTCSs). In [1], we proposed the coordinated actor model to build the MAPE-K feedback loop along with the model@runtime in the domain of TTCSs. TTCSs are a kind of transportation system in which traffic is passed through the pre-specified tracks and is coordinated by a controller. For any unexpected changes in the environment, the controller observes and adapts the system to guarantee the safe movement of the traffic objects and satisfy the performance criteria given in the form of the quantitative properties. Hence, in TTCSs, adaptation can take place by rerouting the moving objects or switching between different rerouting algorithms. To build the model@runtime, an actor is associated to each track, source, and destination of the traffic and traffic objects are modeled as messages passing among the actors. Moreover, the controller is modeled as a coordinator that besides governing the message passing between the actors, encompasses the Analyze and Plan components of the MAPE-K loop. We proposed to use the Ptolemy [3] framework as the implementation platform.

Our current work-in-progress, for developing reliable large-scale self-adaptive systems, encompasses providing efficient analysis (formal verification and performance evaluation) techniques benefiting from compositional approaches. In the next section we briefly argue this issue.

2. PROPOSED RESEARCH
The current work-in-progress has two parts: we provide a modular and hierarchical model for building large-scale self-adaptive TTCSs; and we exploit the characteristics of the actor model to design the compositional analysis techniques, tuned to react to the changes in a timely manner.

Architecture of TTCSs: Since the traffic network is usually huge, it can be divided into smaller networks, where each network has its own traffic controller. In other words, in a large-scale traffic control system, all adaptations cannot be handled by a single MAPE-K loop, and developing multiple MAPE-K loops to capture the decentralized nature of the control system is necessary. Toward this aim, as shown in Figure. 1, we have been focusing on developing multiple coordinated actor models (multiple MAPE-K loops) and establishing the patterns for their interactions. Analysis can be efficiently accomplished and benefits from the presented modular and hierarchical architecture.

Compositional approach for analyzing self-adaptive TTCSs: The autonomous response to internal or environmental changes is an essential character of self-adaptive systems. Following an adaptation, a sequence of changes may happen in the system. For instance, in TTCSs, a set of traffic objects are rerouted if an adversarial environment condition appears in a part of the assigned route to the traffic objects. To avoid conflict, as a consequence of rerouting the traffic objects, other traffic objects may need to be rerouted. This sequence of changes must be propagated in the traffic network. It is notable that to detect or predict any requirement violation, the behavior of the system should be analyzed per each change.

Due to the large dimensions of the traffic network, employing time sensitive and scalable approaches for analysis purposes is an important issue. Therefore, we will use
Figure 1: Modeling self-adaptive track-based traffic control systems with multiple coordinated actor models

our modular and hierarchical architecture to maintain the models@runtime and employ our experiences in compositional verification of the actor-based models in Rebeca[4] to provide the theoretical foundation and tools for analysis purposes. The asynchronous communication mechanism enables actor-based models to be decomposed into independent modules. Benefiting from this feature, as shown in [4], compositional approaches can be applied on the actor-based models. The theoretical foundation of compositional analysis will be elaborated considering the coordination mechanism and timing (and probabilistic) features, and the Ptolemy tool will be extended to support it. As in [4], we think of each coordinated actor model as a component, which is an open system and the rest as the environment that makes the overall system closed. For compositional analysis, we concentrate on a component and abstract the environment by only considering external messages sent to the component. These messages are extracted using the developed interaction patterns between the MAPE-K feedback loops. The coordinator of each component is responsible for analyzing the maintained model@runtime in that component.

We call our approach for runtime compositional analysis Magnifier. To clarify the approach, imagine a magnifier that moves upon the model along with any change that happens in the system. When a change happens in a component, the magnifier zooms in on the component. Consequently, the component’s coordinator analyzes its model@runtime. By propagating the changes to other components, magnifier zooms out and zooms in on the next components. Toward this aim, three questions should be answered.

- How is a change detected? The Monitor component of each MAPE-K feedback loop (coordinated actor model) updates the model@runtime in the Knowledge component and uses a set of pre-specified rules to detect a change in a component of the decomposed model.
- How is a component separately analyzed? To use the compositional analysis techniques, providing an abstract model of the component’s environment is needed. For this purpose, the overall model, which consists of multiple MAPE-K feedback loops is executed such that the incoming messages to the magnified component are extracted, while the magnified component is analyzed through its coordinator. By occurrence of any further changes propagated to other components, the affected components are detected and subsequently are analyzed one by one.
- To what extent is the magnifier moved upon the model? Since the propagation domain of the changes is huge, we define a safety space or time margin to restrict the analysis over a set of components. In other words, we guarantee that by occurrence of a change in the system, the requirement violations in a time margin (over the components in a space margin) are predicted and no violation outside of this margin will threaten the system. For instance, using the experience in the transportation systems, it is estimated that an adversarial condition remains in the environment of a system for two hours. Therefore, all the components that are affected by the changes during this time margin are explored and analyzed by the Magnifier technique one by one.

We will apply our proposed approaches to air traffic control systems and railway control systems as two real world large scale cyber-physical systems.

3. CONCLUSION

The work outlined in this paper addresses developing dependable self-adaptive TTCSs. Toward this aim, at the first step we will provide a modular and hierarchical architecture based on coordinated actor models to capture the decentralized nature of the TTCSs. Then upon the provided architecture, we will provide new theories and tools for runtime verification and performance evaluation of TTCSs using the compositional approaches.
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